
DAXÌ EXPERIENCE DESIGN:
COMMUNICATING THROUGH FURNITURE



Solid
Dynamic
Customizable

We thought of Daxì Sliding Desk, thinking of placing 

it both in indoor and outdoor environments. 

It is a counter to be used when necessary and 

with the opportunity of confi guring it with specifi c 

customizations suitable for the various spaces of use.

Our Daxì Sliding Desk looks like a monolithic cube

ready to turn into a work counter fi tting for your 

needs.

All thanks to a lateral scroll. 

It is possible to customize any surface’s type with 

materials and graphics, logos, or luminous writings.

Medium



CREPERIE HUB

RECEPTION HUB

SUSHI HUB

MUSIC HUB

BARTENDER HUB

COOKING HUB

The desk with wheels that sets experiences and emotions in motion.

Fully customizable to promote your brand image and configurable with endless 
options, Daxì is a concentrate of technology that simplifies your working day, 

adds new appeal, and makes your business experiences successful.© Patented 2022



We design
your moves

We have created it giving shape to an agile, 

attractive workspace capable of making effi cient and 

precious the attitude of inventing one’s environment. 

We have designed Daxì Sliding Desk cause we want 

to transform the customer’s needs harmoniously 

coherent to the spaces where its positioning will be, 

both internal and external. 

And there is a company in this path. 

A company that can stay on the move with 

concrete and effi cient planning.

Small





XLarge



XLarge

We enhance work surface giving a functional 

mood to those who use it.

Because for us, customization is synonymous 

with development.

Customizable worktop (in different fi nishes)

Confi gurable with accessories (optional)

Deep storage units

Our customers inspire us, so we know how 

to transform our furniture into a cocktail bar, 

an equipped kitchen, a DJ station, a creperie, 

a sushi station, and much more.

Work surface



Main features
Optional customizations

STRUCTURE

Countertop in CORIAN®/HDF/INOX

Shell custumization

Varnishing visible compartments (color by choice)

Brushed aluminum plinth

CUSTOMIZATION

Front logo
customization with adhesive or luminous logo

Led lighting front part, internal and cover

Audio system sound bar with connection

PROFESSIONAL EQUIPMENT

Tubs systems
tubs system or bottle rack with 2-4-8 unity

Ice tray by built-in

Bottle holder built-in 2-4 units

Cocktail station
built-in central ice bin with drain pipe and perforated 
bottom grids, two speed bottole areas, condiments cups 
with steel tubs and lids.

REFRIGERATION

Refrigered counter
static cold room with 1 or 2 compartments with low 
consumption and adjustable positive temperature.

Refrigerator drawer with 2 drawers

Ice maker

WASH

Water tank with drain and pump

Sink stainless steel rectangular sink, collapsible tap

Glass washers professionals

PROFESSIONAL APPLIANCES

Induction plate free-standing or built-in

Induction plate double or with hood

Crepes maker support plate 

Oven electric convection

Pizza oven/Microwave by built-in

COMPONENTS

Coffee knock drawer

Countertop beer tap

Service add-on module

Service graphic customization

Service protective sheet

Service cage packing

SHIPPING

Protective cover 
nautical PVC for outdoor, rainproof

Platform retractable folding platform
with non-slip surface

Packaging packing crate on pallet
for a safe shipping



Customization examples Work surfaces setup

Front panelShelves

Free surface
and compartment

Sink +
Refrigered Counter

Beer
dispenser

Tubs System +
Refrigered Counter

Cocktail
station

Tubs System +
Refrigered Counter + Sink

The customizations and compositions are for illustrative purposes,
Daxì is completely customizable and adaptable for every need.

Shelves in wood fi nish with waterproof treatment.

white black satin gold satin silver



47,24”x31,49”xh47,24” lb 264 82,67”x31,49”xh47,24”

47,24”x50,39”xh47,24”lb 330 82,67”x50,39”xh47,24”

66,92”x50,39”xh47,24” 122,04”x50,39”xh47,24”lb 462

66,92”x31,49”xh47,24” 122,04”x31,49”xh47,24”lb 352

XLarge

Large

Medium

Small
Models and sizes



+

Bigly is the dibond panel system 
patented by Futility, to quickly 
set up a catering space, to be 
assembled/disassembled quickly.

On request, it is possible to create a composition as in the example, created by Daxì sliding desk and Service Daxì.

in. 23,62x31,49x47,24h Customization on customer request.

Service Daxì is an optional 
accessory that completes Daxì 
because it offers even more 
storage space. 
On wheels, it is a valid 
support for restocking needs.





THE TOOL THAT CHARACTERISES

YOUR PROFESSIONALISM ON THE ROAD



The first customisable desk
that enhances work on the go, in just 25 kg!

DIMENSIONS

closed in 35.4x19.6x13.3h

open  in 90.55x19.6x13.3h

A travel station designed to 
create experiences on demand, 
from mixology to finger food. 
A real tool to stand out! A trolley 
that is easy to transport thanks 

to its wheels, handles and light 
weight. The Compact Daxì has 
a solid structure and a telescopic 
opening, also facilitated by the 
wheels, for a working surface 

of cm 230/ in 90.55. Optional 
drawer and stainless steel trays. 
Customizable with brand identity, it 
will bring new value to professional 
performance.

Example of optional trays configurationOptional metal profilesOptional storage drawer

+

Bigly is a pop-up system for 
temporary exhibitions, it becomes 
the ideal support for experiences 
on the go with Compact Daxì.

KG

25



Giromari srl
via Albertario, 27
Fano -PU- Italy
tel. +39 0721 805977
info@futility.it
slidingdesk.com
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CONFIGURE
YOUR DAXÌ
SLIDING DESK
IN REAL TIME!


